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A local karate club suffers a brutal attack. The reputation of a respected local sensei is
destroyed by vile abuse. Sensei Oscar Oliver is under siege and must call in help from private
detectives, Eva Roberts and Dan Bradley.... Oliver swears he’s innocent. But then that’s what
everybody says - right?Oliver must own up to a life of sin to save the lives of those he loves.
While private detectives and the sensei follow the leads... the clock is ticking fast.The good, the
bad, and the ugly feature in Two Wrongs - one the most action packed casebooks of the entire
series.A secret past. Murky Affairs. Grudges and revenge.If you enjoy page-turning thrillers
with twists and turns, you'll love Two Wrongs.Fans of Lee Child, Mark Dawson, Christopher
Greyson and Robert Crais will love this PI mystery thriller adventure.Eva and Dan have a
chance to help Oscar Oliver make things right - but only if the odds stacked against them turn
their way.This is book 1 of a thrilling, fast paced short read adventure. Two Wrongs is
categorised as:British detective mystery,International mystery and crimeGangster
thrillers,Organised crime thrillers,Private detective novel series,Private investigator novel
series,Private investigator mystery series



Roberts and Bradley CasebookA Gripping Private Detective Mystery ThrillerTwo
WrongsSolomon CarterGreat LeapPrologueTurkey, 2010The sun beat down on the wasteland
in front of them. It looked a cruel place. Far to the left were scorched hills of reddish-brown
Mediterranean rock. To the left, beyond sweeping acres of green land, stood an outcrop of
concrete structures. They were unfinished, with bent metal spikes jutting from the tops where
work on new floors had been abandoned. The green land was dotted with patches of sand and
clusters of pine trees. As far as Oscar Oliver could see, the land was being slowly reclaimed by
the wilderness. Oliver stood with his hands in his loose cotton trousers, his bulky forearms
catching the intense morning sun. The man on the other side of the rented car wore an
understated cream cotton suit. He looked around with sharp eyes and a smile on his face. The
car was a Mercedes - the executive type. One of the most expensive on the rental list.“So what
do you think?” said Brent, the man by the car. Brent had to play this just right. “We could get
this at a snip right now.”“What do I think?” said Oscar. He pushed his plastic shades up on his
shaven head.“I think it looks like a wasteland. That’s what I think.”Brent wore his shades up on
his head too. His were Ray-Bans.“Then you’re thinking wrong. It was a wasteland. But look.
Somebody else has done the work for us. They’ve already landscaped the place. They’ve
made the greens, put in the bunkers, and even built most of the hotels for the resort.”“You call
those buildings most? They’re just concrete shells, that’s all! You call that most?”“Use your
imagination. I thought you had vision, Oscar.”“I’ve got vision, alright and it’s even better with my
glasses on, but, Brent- look - this place is a moon landing with grass.”The other man slapped
the roof of the Mercedes. “You’re not seeing it. This is a gold mine, Oz. Come on! Nick Jackson
was willing to put his name to this golf course, so you know it had to be a good thing.”Nick
Jackson, the ageing golf legend from the eighties and nineties. The former Ryder Cup captain.
Yeah, that was a pretty big name.“So why did he pull out?”“Because everyone pulled out. The
whole world pulled out of everything. It was the credit crunch, the financial crisis, call it what
you whatever you like. It happened to golfing legends as well as the rest of us.”“But if this resort
is good again, then why isn’t Jackson sticking his money in now?”“Who knows? Because
sportsmen are fickle, like you. Maybe he has a new mistress taking up his time. What do I
know? The important thing to remember is that Nick Jackson had the vision to get rich from
this. All you need to do is get the same vision. We could be millionaires – maybe even
billionaires – from this. But only if we take the risk.”Oscar Oliver’s eyes dropped from the fine
cotton of his friend’s suit to the shining white paintwork of the Mercedes. Renting that thing had
to be costing Terrence Brent close to five hundred a week, maybe more. Somehow the guy had
turned his fighting prowess into money through a security business. What had Oliver ever done
with his? Oliver pulled his cheap shades down over his eyes and turned back to the vast,
overgrown golf course.“Tell me how we’re supposed to pay for this, Brent. Just explain that
part,” said Oscar.“Hah! That’s the cool part. We’re going to use other people’s money! You
won’t have to lay down a penny, my friend.”
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Entertaining Ø=Ý0. A very will written romantic thriller mystery with interesting
characters. The story line is complicated with lots of misdirection leading to the next novel. I
would recommend this novel to anyone who is looking for a quick read. Enjoy reading  2020”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Another Eva and Dan thriller. Solomon Carter Continues to keep the
suspense building, and also has us wondering how Eva and Dan can keep from harming each
other. The constant poking and digs at one another has you just waiting for the blows to rain
upon poor Dan's head.How can one man seem so clue less and yet so quick thinking and to
the point.Long may they continue to fight crime in their off beat and charming, quirky,
numerous way.”

Geordie, “Two Wrongs: A Gripping Private Detective Mystery Thriller from the Roberts and
Bradley Casebook. I have read ‘Two Wrongs’ book 1. ‘A Gripping Private Detective Mystery
Thriller from the Roberts and Bradley Casebook’ and I give it 5 stars. A local karate club
suffers a brutal attack. The reputation of a respected local sensei is destroyed by vile abuse. A
good start to this series and I do recommend this book.”

The book by Solomon Carter has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 337 people have provided feedback.
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